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Introducing 
WellSky® 
Delivery 
Manager
CareTend® powered by WellSky®

Enhancing delivery & shipping 
capabilities
Specialty pharmacy and home infusion providers are 
unique in the day to day struggles they come across. 
Having efficient processes in place, integrations with the 
management tools your team uses, one log-in entry point, 
and your pharmacy’s visibility are essential items you need 
to run a successful business. 

Introducing WellSky Delivery Manager: available through 
an integration with CareTend. WellSky Delivery Manager is 
a workflow management and logistics solution that helps 
keep costs down by: 

• Improving staff efficiency

• Removing waste

• Increasing patient satisfaction

• Providing unparalleled visibility to your pharmacy 
operations

Integration with pharmacy management 
systems to limit double entry and 
transcription errors.

Electronic delivery system to maximize 
efficiency and safety including one touch 
dialing, route optimization, electronic 
delivery proof, and reporting.

Real-time patient notification on order 
status through text messaging or push 
notifications from mobile application.

WellSky® Delivery Manager
An integration with CareTend® powered by WellSky®
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Solving for multiple 
management systems, manual 
processes, and so much more
The goal of pharmacy and infusion providers is to provide 
the best possible care to their patients. Achieving this goal 
means that your business needs to run efficiently and be 
profitable. 

As it stands today, the pharmacy market is highly 
fragmented. There are multiple Pharmacy Management 
Systems available that support day-to-day pharmacy 
operations, but most are incomplete and insufficient 
regarding delivery management. As a result, many of the 
pharmacies’ needs go unmet, or they create workarounds in 
an attempt to “get the job done.” 

WellSky Delivery Manager meets these needs, focusing on 
the home infusion and the specialty pharmacy markets.

WellSky® Delivery Manager
An integration with CareTend® powered by WellSky

• Delivery and shipping management using a web-
based solution and a complementing mobile 
application

• Route optimization and visualization using Google 
Maps

• See where the delivery is with real-time delivery truck 
tracking

• Electronic signature capture and delivery logging

• Proof of delivery with longitude, latitude, and photo

• Offline capabilities using mobile

• Fully integrated shipping with FedEx, USPS, UPS, and 
couriers (ShipStation® account required)

Time savings per 
driver

Total daily time 
savings

Route setup 20 minutes 100 minutes

En route time 
management 5 minutes 250 minutes

Ticket confirmation per 
delivery 3 minutes 150 minutesSaving time and money by using one 

solution for your deliveries

Let’s conquer challenges together! Whether you work in infusion, 
specialty pharmacy, HME, or across multiple industries – WellSky is your 
partner for all your needs. Contact us today and schedule a demo to see 
the new WellSky Delivery Manager.
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About WellSky
WellSky’s solutions for specialty pharmacy, infusion, 
and HME/DME are creating easier shipping and 
delivery, documentation and billing, clean-claim 
submission, automated reporting, and a simplified 
inventory management system. WellSky’s CareTend 
solution is designed specifically to help in all areas 
for specialty pharmacy, infusion, home medical 
equipment, and durable medical equipment, and is 
proven to deliver results.
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